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Wild for Wild Sake

by Kris Salisbury

at the airport, from when their eyes adjust to the
darkness and they can see the night sky, from when
they first summit a mountain and stand at the edge
looking out on the vastness, to know that here is
where they belong, where they have always belonged,
where their roots are. At that moment, it’s palpable
in our Trekkers. You can hear it in their exclamations
and also in their quiet, see it in their expressions of
awe at the wonders they have discovered, and feel
it as they, harnessed and on-belay, look at the rock
they are about to climb and pull on their rope with
saucer-wide eyes, as they recognize the essence of
their being, the pulsing of their heart, and ask, “you
got me?”. It is in those moments, they feel the wildness within them, they know their place within it,
and they feel like it all makes sense and they belong.
I sometimes sit in this spot and wonder what Mr. Don’t we all?
and Mrs. Howie would have said if they were sitting
Last week, we broke ground for our new Cha’ oh
next to me. The forest has grown since they were
here, as have our programs. It’s been 90 years since Pavilion, a covered gathering place for our growing
they started this program, and while so much has community. We hear from our Trekkers, students
changed, so much has also stayed the same. Innova- and teachers that we are speaking to our youth and
tion is alive as we ponder how it is that we will meet helping to fill the gap in their lives and schools. That
the unique and changing needs of today’s youth. It’s means our community is growing. Our mission is
a different world that we live in and I think, perhaps, vital and we are reaching far more participants than
our programs are even more needed today than they we ever have before. We are committed to keeping
were in 1926. I walked the 100 acre perimeter of our our summer intimate at just over 160 total Trekkers,
burned area last night. Fires still smoldered and flame but as our school groups now span from March to
was still present on a few larger logs. It is strange to October, we are reaching over 1300 students. As
observe blackened earth and see it as healthy. We a result, and as many of you have heard, our infralikely will never get back to primal forest of early structure needs updating, we need to increase our
humanity – things have changed too much, and our resident capacity all while remaining true to our rustic
SW forest’s ‘immune system’ is struggling, but I am philosophy and innovative pedagogy and at the same
hopeful, in our small area that we can bring a little time remaining relevant to this current generation.
piece of ‘wild’ back to the Gulch forest and to the
Similar to returning fire to this long overdue land,
youth who inhabit them. Perhaps, with effort and
intention, we can renew our land that works so very at the Gulch, we return wildness to our society’s very
hard for us, is the landscape of our discovery, is the ‘tame’ youth. Like this fire feeds the life within the
forest and makes room for health, bringing our kids
inspiration of our Trekkers.
back to the wild, inspires life and inspiration within
As a species, we are inventors, engineers, devel- them and returns them to our larger community with
opers. It is of course our nature, yet in that quest we a little more connection and compassion for each
have a way of, shall I say ‘taming’, the world around other and the wild places they love.
us, civilizing our surroundings. Perhaps, that is why
Please join me in this important work, and supI seek the wild places of the planet to recalibrate and
reconnect. It’s in my DNA, it’s a part of me, it’s a port us with your time, energy and dollars. There is
genetic part of all of us. Something in the quiet, the much to be done and I need your help!
‘un-civilized’, the undisturbed, resonates. Our TrekTrek on,
kers feel it, our staff feel it. It takes a moment from
when they deliver into our hands their electronics
he sun is lower in the sky
and the leaves of the Cottonwoods rustle in concert with
the yellowed corn stalks of the
farm. It’s Fall at Base Camp and
I’m sitting on the back porch
surrounded by fire fighter gear awaiting its loading.
We’ve just completed a successful prescribed burn
at base camp. Trekkers have returned home, school
groups have come and gone, and the hummingbird
feeders sway above me long empty and abandoned.
Last night the frost coated my sleeping bag and the
smoke from the day’s fire was like coastal fog as it
quietly blanketed the entirety of base camp. Now,
just a small trail is visible in the sky.
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better, but we also celebrate a wonderful season
where campers and students left the Gulch after
life-changing experiences in the Southwest.

Dear Alumni, Parents and Friends of the

Gulch,

Greetings to all. We have recently concluded
three seasons of campers, which recorded our
largest attendance in our 89 year history. With
167 Trekkers and 1333 school group attendees,
it is an important milestone for our organization. I want to recognize Kris Salisbury, Jordan
Stone, Lezle Williams, Carla Jo Ehlinger, Matt
Baker-White, Cass Landrum and the entire
Cottonwood Gulch staff for their work over
the past year. Our spring, summer, and fall
sessions were among our best to date. We are
always looking for ways to make our programs

Our record enrollment is not without its impact,
which brings me to the main purpose of this
letter. The Board of Cottonwood Gulch Expeditions are mindful that accomplishing our mission
can have an impact on the land of Base Camp and
the places we travel. As a result, we have taken
several steps to make our land use sustainable.
First, in October we arranged for a prescribed
burn on our property to remove the heavy tree
growth. The burn, performed in conjunction
with the The Forest Guild, the Nature Conservancy, the National Forest and local volunteer
fire departments, reduced our wildfire risk while
improving our forest health. Secondly, we are
making plans to take the showers out of Sawyer
Creek, which is a thriving riparian zone with all of
the rain in the Southwest this year. Those plans
include building an extension to the Mess Hall.
The new construction, currently referred to as
the QM Extension, will take place when funds are
raised for that purpose. The Extension will have
several loading bays for trucks headed on the road
and bunk space above for three-season staff and
visitors. The Mess Hall will also need some redesign work to accommodate our increased number
of diners for three meals a day. Those of you who
have attended Rendezvous at Base Camp in the
past two summers have seen the tents, and crowd-

ed conditions around meal time, which we need
to alleviate.
Other initiatives that the Board has been planning include a new cabin loop, a new covered
pavilion for campfires and meeting space, and
other improvements to the Base Camp buildings.
We are also very conscious that we want our programs to be affordable to many families who are
unable to pay full tuition. Thus we have our eyes
on some benefactors who believe in our mission
and are willing to help us build our endowment
to pay for students and campers to attend. You
will be hearing more about these important initiatives in the coming months, so stay tuned. In the
mean time if you know of any alumni, families,
friends, foundations or corporations who could
be interested in learning about our fundraising
efforts, please let me know.
Mark your calendar for August 12-14, 2016 for
our 90th Reunion Celebration at Base Camp. It
will be a marvelous party for all who care about
the Gulch! We will be sending out more information about this important event, as the spring
rolls around. In the mean time, keep on trekking.
Sincerely yours,
Chair, Cottonwood Gulch Board of Directors

Join us for our

90th Reunion
August 12-14th, 2016

Friday lunch - Sunday breakfast

Tentative Activities Sneak Peak
Three “Pre-union” Treks kickstart the fun
Navajo Rug Weaving Project
Cha’ oh Pavilion Dedication
Mentmore Climbing
Canyoneering
Rappelling into Bluewater Creek
Farm to Table Activities
Forestry Service Project
Hikes and Naturalist Activities
Post Reunion Women’s Trek

Tentative Field Trips

Gallup Ceremonial
Crown Point Navajo Rug Auction
Zuni Mission
Acoma Pueblo

info@cottonwoodgulch.org
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Reflections from Summer 2015...
11 Treks, 167 Trekkers, 4,518 Trek Days of Discovery

Whenever I hear the word “rock climbing”, I think of the same

I

leave this log with one final message: in order to
survive, one must immerse herself in the wild, and let
her guard down at the most dangerous of times.
Antonia, TT

Today started off with a delicious breakfast. For a

Cottonwood, I decided to go on an adventure with
Cass. It was astonishing, you could see nature up
close. In conclusion, today was educational, exciting,
beautiful, and fun.
Jasmine, Outfit

experience repeated over and over since the first time I scaled a
cliff face in Joshua Tree in third grade. Get harnessed up, scramble from foothold to handhold, exert minimal strength, and reach
the top within minutes. Sometimes it’s good to challenge those
perceptions.
As per usual, our group was late, and met Adventure Evan
thirty minutes after originally planned. Descending into a lush valley hollowed out between two mesas and divided by a slim and
murky Rio Grande, the sun in our faces and feet struggling to
find holds on the rocky slope certainly made for a less than ideal
series of scrapes, bruises, and sunburns. However, throughout the
course of the day, amid games of ‘psychiatrist’ and hurried planning of our Rendezvous skit, I attempted three walls. The first
one was in a secluded area, through a cave passageway that opened
into a narrow passage with a white and blue flag stamped with a
Zuni symbol painted on the rock face. These happened to be the
most difficult ones and, as I have A) a huge rock climbing ego and
B) a constant desire to be the best at everything even if the only
other option is crippling failure, I attempted the most challenging
one. Naturally my arms gave out about half way through which
brought me to tears. It’s really frustrating failing at something because you aren’t able to reach that extra inch and hold a tough
position for more than twenty seconds. I wasn’t alone in a feeling
of defeat.
Those rock walls were challenging for a reason, although it
wasn’t totally clear at the time. I finally reached the top of one of
the other two rock walls. I climbed and gazed out over the Earth
looking almost the way it would have thousands of years ago. I
realized that failing at something gives you more insight into your
strengths and weaknesses than succeeding every time does. It’s
not an awful thing to know that there’s room for improvement
and it’s never wrong to admit that maybe you need to come back
down, and the top just isn’t reachable today.
Eliza, TT 2015

The warm sun spreading over my skin draws a sharp

contrast to the damp cool ground pressed against my
back. The cicadas in the trees make the sun’s rays audible
through the crashing waves of thunder rolling overhead.
Flies dance around my ankles and knees, tickling me with
their nimble feet and curious tongues. Jamie, TT staff
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...and a look into our Summer Logs
It was quite moving to see these ancient ruins today. Pueblo
Bonito is a majestic place bustling with life. On the visitors’
video a descendant said they once were here like clouds,
they built and grew to a thunderstorm and now they are
gone.
She then reflected on the character of her people and said—
we seek to be like the clouds.
I hope our family can grow, develop, change, and adapt like
the clouds do. Cottonwood Gulch’s trek is helping us learn
to do so.			
-Andrew, Family Trek 2015

The view from the mountain today was
amazing and something which I will
remember for the rest of my life.
				

				-George, PT
Perhaps my favorite moment of the day, however, was as
I stood back watching my children as they interacted with
the other kids and with each other. I nudged my husband
and told him to look. They were smiling and laughing and
enjoying each other’s presence in a way that I never tire
of seeing. Then we all worked together to take down our
campsite. The kids all pitched in and had significant roles.
Everyone was just happy. For me it was a small taste of
what heaven must be like. 		
-Michelle, Family Trek 2015

Just to sit and think was sacred for me - all the people I have
met, and that I will never forget. At the end of the day I won’t
remember all the places we went, but I will remember all the
people I went with, and the experiences we had.
		nothing is perfect

			
nothing can be perfect
It is the struggle to be perfect that creates us

Tilman (Oscar), WCT
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Let the Wild Lands of the Southwest Inspire You!
Summer 2016 Treks Line Up
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Outfit 1					

June 25 - July 11

Outfit 2					

July 16 - Aug 1

Wild Country Trek 1		

June 25 - July 15

Wild Country Trek 2		

July 20 - Aug 9

Prairie Trek					

June 27 - Aug 1

Turquoise Trail Trek			

June 27 - Aug 1

Mountain Desert Trek		

June 27 - Aug 9

Paleontology Trek			

July 20 - Aug 9

Family Trek 1				

July 10 - July 16

Family Trek 2				

Aug 6 - 12 					
(Reunion to follow)
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Our Year in School Groups

The desert called and 1333 students responded

The wind I heard was singing in my ear. I
smelled the flowers beautiful scent. A saw a
plant, of yellow mustard, was dancing with the
wind. Thank you again for this wonderful trip.

Jeney, East San Jose Elem
(Classrooms GO recipient)

It was here that I truly learned
how strong and capable I am of
doing anything I set my mind to.
Blythe, E.A.S
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Veins of the Southwest: a look at water in our region
													

“There is a moment of extraordinary tension

in a boat poised at the top of a rapid.
‘I believe I would have given everything I possessed to have been able to turn back’
admitted a 1926 boating novice somehow dragooned into running [the Colorado river]. He
lamented,
‘but there was no turning back then’.
You hang there on the lip, irrevocably committed to the surging waters ahead but still inches
beyond the rapid’s grasp. The fascination is akin
to what some people feel in looking over a balcony railing or a cliff ’s edge and wondering what it
would feel like to fall. An instant from now, you
will know. Until that moment, you can at least assure yourself that this is not really going to happen,
that there is still a way out. You’re leaning over
the balcony railing, it is true, but after all you’re
only looking.
Then the railing disappears.”
I read this quote from Edward Dolnick’s Down
the Great Unkown as I lay restless in my bivvysack
on the bank of the velvety-brown Colorado River.
In the days to come, though exhaustion riddled
my muscles, I would find it difficult to catch sleep.
More often than not we would end our brittle-cold
days setting up camp teetered on a skinny shoreline
above a howling rapid. I’d often remember Dolnick’s metaphor as the campfire slowly dwindled its
light against the soaring canyon wall above us. We
had 24 days with this river, these churning rapids,
this overwhelming landscape. As we coursed further down the canyon’s veins, we would watch the
folded rock layers change in color and substance.
We traveled through the land of deer and then Big
Horn sheep. We drank water from our river when
its color was emerald green and still again when its
color more resembled chocolate milk.
We became fond of our river. She carried us down,
down, down and we would all concede.
I began to consider the end of our journey,
and what would happen to our Colorado after she
curtails into Lake Mead. We’ve learned to tunnel
rivers through mountains, dam them with concrete
walls, and divert them to bring water to our cities.
Humans are extremely talented at technological
innovations such as these. Our feats have enabled
new industries to expand and great populations
to grow where before there weren’t any. We are a
very successful species and sometimes it’s tough
to see the long-term consequences through the
benefits of our advancements. In this case, I’m
considering river health.
Every river has its own natural rhythm. Through8
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by Carla Jo Ehlinger

out the year each river exhibits different patterns of
water flow. Invertebrates, fish, grasses, trees, mussels
have all adapted over millions of years to depend on
this natural oscillation in flow. One single mussel has
the capacity to filter a gallon of water per hour! To
lose a significant portion of the mussel population
means damaging the river’s water quality for everything else that depends on it. We’ve had a great deal
of water in the Southwest during 2015. The rain has
done a lot to help our landscape – it’s been a reprieve
for our trees and soil which so greatly needed to be
replenished, and it’s also had its negative impacts.
This past August, Colorado and New Mexico
suffered damage to one of its water sources, the
Animas River. The Gold King mine lies along the
river and has been out of commission for many
years. After the large amount of rain received this
summer, and a lack of prevention measures, the
Gold King mine leaked a tremendous amount
of heavy metal into the Animas River. The EPA
released a report in late October stating that the surface water concentrations are trending to “pre-event
conditions” however, many residents of bordering
towns remain wary. This worry stems from the
anxiety of possible long-term effects these heavy
metals will have on the river. The Gold King mine
is just one of 500,000 mines in the United States
today, and although most people would vote to
have these older mines “cleaned up” the sheer cost
of closing just 200 of these mines falls somewhere
between $20 and $50 billion dollars. It’s simply too
expensive for local municipalities to consider. Initial
owners of the mines are far gone into our history,
and most new mine owners are unable to foot the
bill for something that took place decades ago. It
quickly becomes murky to find justification in who
the cost should fall to and how to plan for disaster
preventions in the future.
As our four sun-bleached rafts neared the
entrance to Lake Mead, the Grand Canyon’s Cathedral-like walls were traded in for crumbling silt
embankments rising sometimes 18 feet high. This
is a direct effect from the pooling of water behind
the Hoover Dam. At night, we would all awaken to
the rumbling of these walls as they collapsed and
deteriorated into the Colorado River. I couldn’t
help but feel as though the river was exhausted from
human interventions and folding in on itself. After
spending 24 days on the water, there was no doubt
that thirteen of us were able to feel the enormity of
our impact on our world’s most valuable resource.
This is the importance of experiential education.
Without the ability to see, feel, and taste these wild
lands we experience a disconnect from our impact

on them. When we get students out in the field
to live alongside these places of grandeur, we
are growing a population of citizens who have a
passion for understanding and implementing ways
to minimize their impact. That’s why the Gulch
is here, and why we feel education is the biggest
catalyst for ensuring the future of these important
places. We want to expose our Trekkers to these
beautiful places at the Gulch so they may become
future policy makers that will create a world that
is mindful of our interactions with our country’s
rivers. For better and for worse - so few things,
once changed, change back.

Have You Heard?
Over the last 7 months, our director and board members have
been touring the country talking about our strategic development
plan. Haven’t been to an event yet? Essentially, we have conducted an organizational needs assessment and identified several
areas of focus;
1. Remain relevant to the current generation and continue
to invest in our mission.

Wilderness First Aid
Courses
Sponsored by Cottonwood Gulch,
taught by
Wilderness Medicine Institute
For those of you who spend much of your lives
outdoors--or those who want to spend more timeoutdoors--these courses will give you skills and confidence
to live safely in the wilderness. We require our staff to
complete WFA training, and many have WFR or WEMT
level certifications We highly recommend these courses.

Courses in Albuquerque

2. Update our infrastructure and expand our capacity.
3. Stay true to our pedagogy, our philosophy and our
Gulch way.
So far, we have completed our Albuquerque office expansion,
and are breaking ground on the Cha’ oh. Join us in this work.

Wilderness First Responder: March 4-13
WFR Recertification: May 28-30
Course in Thoreau, NM

Wilderness First Aid: June 13-14
For more information, visit our website:
www.cottonwoodgulch.org

Groundbreaking for our New

Cha’oh Pavilion
On October 12, 2015, we hosted a small
ground-breaking ceremony with our Henio friends to celebrate and bless our new
community gathering Cha’ oh Pavilion.
This structure is located east of the
playing field within easy walking distance
and view from the Mess Hall. This new
building allows our entire community to
come together for significant events and
during inclement weather. Join us at the
Reunion for the ribbon cutting and dedication ceremony. Our sincere appreciation to generous donors for making this
project and others a reality!
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Rekindle your love of the
Southwest on a

Reunion Trek!
August 2016
Pre-reunion treks:
Southwest Art and Culture Aug 9-12*
Southwest Skies and Canyons Aug 9-12*

Bring your family and friends
and

Join us at a Regional
Open House
Burlington, VT
Boston, MA
New Haven, CT
New York City, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Washington DC
Indianapolis, IN
St. Louis, MO
Albuquerque, NM
Austin, TX
and more...
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90th Reunion Family Trek Aug 6-12*

Post-Reunion Trek
Womens Wilderness Trek Aug 14-20*
*tentative and subject to enrollment

Go online to register and for more information

www.cottonwoodgulch.org

The Language of the Land
									

by Cass Landrum

O

n a warm mid-October afternoon, I found myself sitting still among the
ponderosa at our base camp, watching the bright yellow ball of the sun fade
beneath the needles of the trees, turning their bright green into a subtle gold.
Taking a break from photographing the potential burn-site, I set my camera
and water bottle down, and took a moment to appreciate the stillness of the
land around me—the land I have come to know increasingly well over the
last four years, and yet still have so much to learn about.
As I exhaled a sigh, the silence was broken by a shrill howl about 300 yards
away. Shortly after, a scared rabbit ran in my direction, disappearing under a
log. Before I could finish the thought, “I wonder if they’re chasing the…”
a tan and khaki colored coyote came bounding up the hill, his nose to the
ground. He was swiftly followed by an identical coyote, sprinting in the direction where the rabbit had likely escaped.
Within a few more moments of wonder, I heard another cry, first a
singular shrill, joined soon by another, longer howl. A cry off in the distance
responded, and soon another coyote was bounding toward the increasing

This year, between the months of April and November, I visited
Base Camp almost every week. I was able to see it change at a relatively
slow pace, but through a much more complete cycle than a trekker gets
to glimpse over the summer, or on an overnight.
In March I sat and meditated at the edge of the flowing spring that
was immeasurable by June. With the help of PhD Candidate, Becky Frus,
we led a group of students from Zuni through a number of studies of
the spring and the stream it created. By June, the algae we observed had
dried into a white crust and the spring was but a trickle.
In April, the sight of the metamorphosing cicadas made me cry with
delight.

yapping sounds. The cacophony of cries continued for several moments
until right when I decided to move over the hill and watch them devour
their dinner. Suddenly silence filled the familiar forest, and I was left to contemplate the communication between coyotes.
I have spent one or two seasons in other ponderosa forests, often
wishing I could live in one place long enough to see it change-- an experience that builds a connection with the land like none I have felt before. I
think that one of the gifts we are able to offer our trekkers, is the ability to
have a protected space that they can see change over time. I have heard from
summer trekkers who have ‘grown up’ at the Gulch, and third graders who
have spent just one evening at base camp about how much this space means
to them. They explain where their favorite tree grows, or relate how the
caves that they discovered at a young age seem to shrink as they grow older.
Often they seem to glow with the thought of their special place, just as I did
at the opportunity to see it change throughout the seasons.

I was amazed that the Cottonwoods that bear our name didn’t even
leaf out until May, when a group of 6th graders from Albuquerque’s Jewish Academy helped us core and measure many trees.
But by June, the Gulch was verdant with dozens of shades of green.
With our new CoCoRah’s rain catcher, summer trekkers helped me keep
track of our water this season --we achieved our annual 10 inches between the months of May and September, but 8 of those were during
our 10 week summer seasons.
In September, a whole new field of flowers bloomed, inspiring
dozens of unseen insects as the days shortened and a chill lingered in the
mornings. Trekkers and I collected dozens of samples of flowers this
year to compare with pressed flowers from the 1950’s, ‘70’s and in future
years.
As the yellowing leaves fell from the cottonwoods, and the howls
of coyotes echoed through my mind on that October afternoon, I was
filled with an incredible sense of welcoming from the space around me.
My hope, as I continue to listen and learn from this world, is to share this
unspeakable connection to the land with all our trekkers, one season at a
time.
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Fire as Beauty: A Successful Prescribed Burn at Cottonwood Gulch
by Jordan Stone

A

few weeks ago, for the first time in my life, I
walked through a freshly charred forest and saw it as
beautiful. We had just completed a prescribed burn at
on about 100 acres of fire-adapted land that had not
seen fire in more than a century. I had spent the previous two days in the throes of the burn itself, digging
fire lines, walking through intermittent smoke clouds
while donning a 5-gallon water backpack, and being
instructed on the subtleties of tilting a drip torch to
“dot,” “rip,” and “figure 8” fire across the ground. My
contributions to the burn were quite small—there were
over 20 people involved from 10 different organizations, nearly everyone with more fire experience than
me—but as a group we successfully reintroduced fire
to Cottonwood Gulch.
It takes practice to see singed land as something
good. Several years ago, the sight would have been terrifying to me, more like an apocalyptic scene than a
healthy one. But as I learned more about how this forest evolved and which parts were ecologically healthy,
my opinion of fire grew more nuanced: fire retained
its destructive capability, but it gained the power to reawaken a listless landscape.
We can comfortably call this prescribed burn a
healthy one: a low-intensity fire that crept across the
forest floor consuming pine needles, leaves, and downed
logs. In addition to treating a large piece of our land, we
partnered with Geoff Pratt, our neighbor to the west,
to burn part of his ranch, which likewise had not seen
fire in decades. On both properties the fire gradually slinked across ponderosas, piñons, junipers (which
were less less likely to withstand the flames), oaks, blue

Special Thanks
to our partners & volunteers
Forest Stewards Guild
The Nature Conservancy
Isleta Pueblo
Bluewater Acres Fire Deparment
Thoreau Fire Department
Santa Fe Fire Department
USGS
Arid Land Ideas
Bandelier National Monument
Mt. Taylor Ranger District
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grama, bottlebrush, and mullein. These were not crown
fires that decimate everything in their path, but rather relatively cool fires, similar to those our forest experienced
every decade or two before new settlers began logging
the high-end trees and suppressing fire of every sort. A
healthy burn.
If we approach the burn from a certain metaphorical
angle, we see a fire that was not only healthy but also
beautiful, prompting changes to our landscape that can
be summarized, broadly speaking, in three categories:
1) Reduced Wildfire Risk: More vegetation does not
necessarily indicate a healthy landscape. In much of the
West, there is simply too much fuel on each acre of forest, a consequence of decades of fire suppression, logging, and grazing. We who are prone to associate jungly
lushness with beauty and health are missing the historical reality. Low-intensity fires were common in much of
the West, and they kept vegetation quantity relatively low.
The benefits of fire are many, but often at the forefront
of our minds is that lots of small fires lower the risk of
a massive wildfire. Our prescribed burn was designed to
mimic those natural fires, and by burning much of the
excess fuel on the ground, we have greatly reduced our
wildfire risk.
2) Strengthened Ecological Health: a forest mosaic- We are learning to see a patchy forest as beautiful. In
my own mind I harbored a particular Edenic, idealized
version of a forest full of big trees and flowers and big
animals, and not much else. I have learned that a healthy
forest looks more like a mosaic of old trees, young trees,

Notable Stats

adolescent trees, dead trees, big meadows, small meadows,
rocks, and hordes of grasses and forbs. A patchy forest is
forever coming together, but never complete. It perennially
adapts to inconceivably large number of external forces,
and its strength is rooted in diversity, not only the grandfather trees and pretty flowers.
Fire in this landscape returns nutrients to the soil. The
burned needles and leaves become available to a new generation of grasses, forbs, and young trees. We are excited to
see what happens to our forest floor over the next several years—with luck, a flush and diverse ground cover, and
many animals to dine on the bounty. Though the ground
is black right now, we expect that to change dramatically in
only a few months.
3) A New Educational Tool- Though prescribed fire
has kindled our ecological curiosity, we are even more excited about the newfound educational opportunities. Over
the next several years, Trekkers will help us monitor the
burned land, compare it to pre-burn pictures and still unburned areas, and learn first-hand the nuances of fire in
the Southwest. The burn also lets us teach Trekkers that
arboreal beauty is sometimes hard to see. We can get on our
hands and knees and look at a singed trunk still supplying
nutrients to branches overhead, or a stump leftover from
the logging days now home to prolific insect populations,
or a patch of fresh green seedlings pushing through blackened piñon needles, and understand that beauty is less like
our idea of a healthy forest and more like a real forest,
patchy and charred, ever-becoming but never quite arriving
at any sort of finished state.		
Pratt Ranch
Mess Hall

Acres treated with fire:
~90 on Gulch property,
~20 on Pratt Ranch property

Cabin Loop

2015
Thinning
Outfit Cabins

Percentage of Cottonwood Gulch’s
forest treated: 20%

2015
Thinning

Properties involved: 2
2000-2014 Thinning

Burn dates: October 27-28, 2015
Total participants: 25+

Gulch Property Line

Prevailing Winds,
Dense Forest

Cibola National Forest
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Have You Heard? Spring & Fall are Alive with School Groups!
by Cass Landrum

What a fulfilling fall season! We had 375 participants ranging from six to eighty-two years
old helped us achieve our mission as we explored as far out as Chama and as close as our Base
Camp.

Several schools engaged in team building activities and bonding experiences at our base camp.
We took full advantage of the high water at nearby Bluewater creek, and soaked many shoes
during our hunt for crawdads and cool water to wade in.
Our youngest group stayed local, exploring the Bachechi open space and all the edible treats
it has to offer, while their older friends went way west to experience tent-sleeping and food
cooked on a road-stove.

Can You Help?
for our
Silent Auction at
our 90th Reunion

Are you an artist? Do have a skill or talent? Perhaps you are looking for a new
home for a Navajo rug that you purchased
as a Trekker? Or maybe an extra weekend in a vacation home in a unique destination? Would you be willing to donate
something to our Silent Auction to help to
raise much needed revenue for our “Next
90 Years” campaign?
We would like to have a selection of items
that will inspire, delight and ultimately
raise dollars to support our Building Projects and Scholarship Fund.
If you have ideas, please get in touch with
one of us at the office.
kris@cottonwoodgulch.org
505-248-0563

The farthest we traveled was on a four-day trek with mixed grades of tech-savvy high-schoolers. It was thrilling to witness their participation in Paseo- the installation, performance and
projection art festival in Taos. We also ventured to our ecclectic blacksmith friend in Chama,
and then on to move some serious dirt (and trees) at Cochiti Lake as a service project.
This fall, we led two very different but very rewarding adult groups. In late August we brought
a group of Wounded Warriors to one of our favorite climbing spots in the Jemez, camped in
Bandelier and explored some ancient ruins. It was an inspirational group to join in climbing
an 80-rung-ladder.
We ended our season in October with a small group of several strangers who joined us for an
edifying and re-calibrating collaboration with the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance. Despite
some cold drizzly rains, we explored deep into the caves of El Malpais and the mushroom
rocks of Ah-Shi-Sle-Pah, while also continuing on to Chaco for International Archeology
Day!
Fall was full of hands on learning and of course, fun! We enjoyed getting to explore our favorite sites while also learning some new ones. The most notable part of fall was in taking
note of how different our desert is after the abundance of rain we’ve had this year. Our participants big and small, said “yes” to what the desert had to offer about what they learned.
We still have some slots available for the Spring! If you are a teacher, parent or just a friendwe love taking students (of all ages) outdoors.

Saying goodbye to an old friend
Beal B. Hyde died on March 31, 2015. He was a Trekker in 1938 and 1939. He helped to build
the cabins at the Gulch, showed an interest in plants which later became his career, and remembered seeing Pueblo Bonito before Threatening Rock fell. He sang a vivid rendition of ‘Blood
on the Saddle’. Beal loved the Southwest and returned many times throughout his life
All three of Beal’s children and his 5 grandchildren were Trekkers and some were staff as well.
His two great granddaughters spent their first summers at the Gulch when his grandson-in-law
was director. Beal served on the Board of Trustees. He was a founding member of the Red
Rock Society, naming the CGF in his will.
Many thanks for Lynn Overgaard for sharing these reflections with us!
For more information on the Red Rocks Society, contact us at 505-248-0563
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Thanks to our Generous 2015 Contributors (as of Nov 1, 2015)
Your contributions make a difference!

Pacesetters ($5000 or more)
Beal Hyde
JMR Barker Foundation
John and Betsy Bloch
Ellie and Tom Elkinton
Jameson French
French Foundation
Peter and Joan Fortune
Henry and Tracy Hooper
Kate Macneale
Margaret Macneale and Gary Cohen Neil
and Ellen Macneale
Neil Macneale IV
John and Teresa Mayer
Richard and Judy McGinnis
Scott and Stephanie Pierce
Wells-Fargo

Benefactors ($1000-$4999)

Fred and Susan Beckhorn
Henry and Carole Berman
Andrew and Laurie Brock
Michele Fortune Davidson
Francis and Janette Engelhardt Enterprise
Holdings Foundation
Bob and Shirley French - “In Honor of our
son Jameson”
Charles and Jane Gaillard
Nancy and Fred Gehlbach
Gertrude and Edward Swartz Charitable
Trust
Amy Golodetz
David and Gail Greenberg
Margaret M. Howie
D. Scott Johnson
Bruce Kluckhohn
Lucy Kluckhohn-Jones
Deborah Korol
Alice Lesney
Rick and Molly Madden
Richard and Hannah Mark
Garret F. Meyer Jr.
Lynn and Jorgen Overgaard
Kris Salisbury & Paul Meeker
Robin Torrence
Millie Stewart
Barbara and Woody Stone
Lucile Stone
Deborah Swartz
Mark Udall and Maggie Fox
Ann Vonnegut-Frieling
Jane Weiss and Olivet Kennel
Beth Williams
Robert and Ann Zemsky and family

Re-roofed our staff cabin roofs

Sponsors ($500 - $999)

Lara and Stephen Balter
Carl Blicker
John Christenson
Michele Fortune Davidson
Donors Trust, Inc. and Charles Test
Chris and Melissa Elkinton
Tom and Ellie Elkinton
Peter Fleisher
Fred and Nancy Gehlbach
David Greenberg
Mathew Grayson
Donald A Herbst
Lawrence L. Hooper Jr. - “In honor of
my father, Lawrence L. Hooper”
Matthew Kayes
Susan and Raymond Kwasnick
Andrea Meditch
Katherine Merrell
Microsoft Foundation
Michael Nathan, M.D.
New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Doug Preston
Mike Sullivan and Sidsel Overgaard
Wenda Trevathan and Gregg Henry
Jane Weiss and Olivet Kennel

Donors ($100 - $499)

Peter Abrons
Ben and Renee Adams
Chris Ames
Sharman Barbior
Gregory Barker
Kathryn Barker - “In recognition of the
great work you do, and the dedication
of Greg Barker to making it happen.”
Laurence Barker
Melissa Battis
Seth Battis
David and Jeanne Bennett
Hugh Camitta
Theodore Chase, Jr.
Richard Chute
Henry Colomb
Samantha Cuthbert - “On Behalf of
Rick and Molly Madden”
Jeff Dickson
Bill Donald
Kenneth Eisner
WA Elliot
Douglas Erwin
Michael Exstein
William Failey
Lee and Ann Farnham
Jennifer Friedman

Martha Gearhart
Mike and Lauren Goodkind
Jeffrey Gray
George Grove
Ann Sherwood Hamze
Carrie Hayter
Edward J. Faneuil
Lee and Ann Farnham
Dan Freedman and Mary Anne Hess
Jennifer Friedman
Jonathan Hagstrum and Catherine
Paddock
Roger Hirschland
Hilllis Howie Jr.
Michelle Huhnke
Dale Kaiser
Susan Kelso
Linda and William Koons
Shirley Kovacs
Jamie and Sarah Kresburg
Peter and Millie LaFontaine
Trammell Lacey
Anne E. Lamb
William Lazarus
David Levine
Fredrick H. Levis
Jerome Lidz
Jill Peters MacVicar
McKee Foundation
Peggy Merrell
Ricard Moog and Patricia Martin
Morgan Stanley
Lawrence Nees
Eve Zimmerman and Seth Lloyd
Lostand Foundation, Inc.
Perennial Garden Club - “To Honor
Mike Denker”
Jon Peterson
Dena Rakoff
Joan Ramage MacDonald
Robert Robinson
Bruce Rosenblum
Robert J. Ruben
Michael Salmanson
Kealy Salomon
Joseph Schmaltz
Thomas Schrader
Ann Sherwood Hamze
Elizabeth Sherwood Kubie - “In
Memory of Samuel Sherwood”
Richard Schultz
John Stix
Randall Taylor
Doug Tilstra
Fred and Laurel Towers
Joseph Traugott

Mark Udall and Maggie Fox
Greg Wood and Barbara van Ligten
Richard Vonnegut Jr.
Joan Weeks - “In Memory of Kyle
Weeks”
Jeffrey Zemsky
Eve Zimmerman and Seth Lloyd

Contributors ($1-99)

John Atwood
Alice and Jerry Bathke
Nathan Biller
Michael Cacioppo
Sara B. Chase
Dorothy S Chidester
Jay and Barbara Kittle
Maureen Feely-Kohl
Jeffrey Fisher
Gary Giessow
Jefferson Johnson
Nancy Hirschland Ramage
Jay and Barbara Kittle
Susan Korrick and Thomas Hecht
Kathleen A. Krall
Dan Laskin
David Marks
Thomas Maxam
Barbara Mitchell
Clintona and Kent Mortensen
Sara Nosanchuk
Buck O’Herin
Bryson Thompson
Paul Toulmin
Earl Trevathan
John Ullman
Jed S. Rakoff
Hap Rhodehamel
John Wehmiller

In-Kind Donors
Seth Battis
Dugan’s Nursery
David Greenberg
Kris Salisbury
Jordan Stone
Chuck Whitney
Lezle Williams

This year, with your help, we...

Provided 68K in summer scholarships

Purchased a much-needed new com truck

Re-built our flood damaged bridge

Updated our shower plumbing

Returned Fire to 90acres of forest

Funded outdoor experiences for over 200 Classroons Get Outdoors students

...and so much more!
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Help us “See a Job and Do It”
Your Donation Can...
__ Send a PT boy or TT girl to trek 			

$4,325

__ Purchase a new Com			

$30,000

			

__ Build a new composting ‘lattie’				

$2,500

__ Upgrade our kitchen				

$100 and up

		

__ Reduce erosive impact on roads				

$8,000

__ Bring a visiting scholar to the Gulch

$2,000

		

__ Thin 20 acres of drought-stressed forest		

$10,000

__ Send 25 Title 1 students on a 2-day expedition

$3,000

__ Build a gear shed for Albuquerque office		

$3,000

__ Or donate your gently used SUV or minivan
Carding wool with Gracie and Irene, summer 2015

Recognize this?

Check out our Facebook page
to identify this location!

www.cottonwoodgulch.org

9223 4th St NW ~ Albuquerque, NM ~ 87114
1-800-2GO-TREK or 505-248-0563
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